TODAY'S TOP STORIES

1. 10 dental practices making headlines Full story
2. Danaher to acquire dental impact maker Nobel Biocare for $2.2B Full story
3. 18 statistics on dentist income & benefits Full story
4. 5 statistics on tooth decay in adults Full story
5. Dr. Isabel Garcia named dean of UF College of Dentistry Full story

Click here to find Becker's Healthcare Upcoming Webinars
- Sign up to hear industry experts present on a wide variety of healthcare management topics, providing insiders' views of what it takes to succeed in today's world.
- Learn about the upcoming educational sessions without leaving the comfort of your facility!

Gain access to hundreds of thousands of healthcare leaders

21st Becker's ASC Meeting - The Business and Operations of ASCs
Speaker Spotlight: Broadcaster and NFL Studio Personality Terry Bradshaw
October 23-25, 2014
100 sessions and 160 speakers
The exclusive conference bringing together the best minds in the ambulatory surgery center industry.
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